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Almost all websites recommend a range of books and readers are left confused deciding which one to buy. We want to eliminate this confusion and recommend TOP 15 books, which in our experience every Java beginner must read.1) Head First Java, 2nd Edition If you only buy one Java book, then this is it. Lovingly
referred to by readers as java programming bible. It is the BEST SELLING JAVA book of all time. Head First Java provides access to information every Java Programmer must know. Most Java books written now-a-days are targeted for advanced developers, but Head First Java has taken into account problems facing
Java beginners. It's never before the approach of Java Training, and the books use Vintage Pictures, puzzles, code exercises, brain teasers, etc. for effective learning. You will find the book well structured, informative and intuitive to navigate through. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon2) Effective Java
(2nd Edition) Want to seek some practical guidance on your java programming project but not sure who to ask? Well, this is your book. Joshua Bloch, the author of Effective Java, does a great job describing best practices that you as a developer will find useful on a daily basis. Whether you're a beginner, developer or a
manager, there are mega doses of wisdom that everyone could learn because even for experienced Java developers, Effective Java contains quite a bit of eye-opener. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon3) Learn Java in 1 Day: Complete Beginner Guide Learn Java in 1 Day will help you learn the basics of
Java programming. It addresses basic tenants of Java and OOPS like no other book. This release has been updated to match Java 8 and includes new options for the latest tools and technologies. The book will familiarize you with various JAVA coding concepts like decisions, loops, arrays, methods, variables, lambda
expressions, etc. As well as a brief introduction to the various framework it supports like Java SE8, Java Swing, Java Oracle, Java Eclipse, etc. Aptly called, Learn Java in 1 Day the book is enough to get your hands dirty with Java. Check Recent Price and User Reviews on Amazon4) Core Java Volume I -Fundamentals
(11th edition) Core Java Volume I fundamentals book, written by Horstmann is an ideal book for both beginners and experienced programmers. This book covers most of the topics needed by Java programmers of some level of experience. The best thing about this book is that it's easy to read for someone who doesn't
come from a computer science background. This fundamentals book covers many pages covering such topics as Reflection, Proxies, Class Loader, etc. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon5) Mastering Java Machine Learning Mastering Java Learning book written by Uday Kamath covers many topics that
are useful today in machine learning. The book The Book basic knowledge of linear algebra, probability, and statistics. The book contains 10 real-world case studies highlighting different techniques of machine learning. This Java book covers many essential topics that are made using case studies using a Java library or
a tool. It also covers standard queries such as text-mining, classification, clustering, big data, and, machine learning. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon6) AI Algorithms, Data Structures, and Idioms in Prolog, Lisp, and Java This Java book is useful for studying programming languages and AI
Programming. It is intended as a practical complement to a theory-driven book by the same author. This book covers a lot of land but not very extensive. It also contains important topics such as a simple production-like system based on logic, logic-based learning and interpretation of natural language. Check Recent
Price and User Reviews on Amazon7) Java Deep Learning Project Java Deep Learning project is a useful book for a computer scientist, machine learning professionals who like to expand their knowledge by learning Java deeply. The book helps you develop advanced deep learning models and learn how to do complex
numerical calculations. You should have a basic understanding of machine learning concepts and a working knowledge of Java to learn this book. The book covers many important machine learning concepts such as neural network architectures, object detection, online trading, transfer learning, and how to use factoring
machines for advanced film recommendations. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon8) Java: A Beginner's Guide, 7th Edition Author Herbert Schildt will help you learn the basics of Java languages to more advanced topics without complicated jargon. This seventh edition covers the new released Java 9. It is
also an ideal book for more experienced programmers who want to keep up to date with new features in Java 9. Aside from experienced JAVA programmers, fresher programmers also find this volume useful. This Java book helps them get a grip on Java. This book provides great coding references to professional
developers. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon9) Murach's Java Servlets and JSP, 3rd Edition This book is a 3rd edition of Murach's Java Servlets, and JSP makes it easier for all new programmers to get started with Java programming. Book also shows you how to install and use the Tomcat server and
NetBeans IDE. The book illustrates how to use JSp's and servlets to build secure web applications that implement the MVC pattern. It includes chapters on how to use sessions, cookies, JavaBeans, and custom tags. It also teaches how to work with JavaMail, SSL connections, encryption, authentication, listeners. It
covers an introduction to JSF to expand your perspective on Java web programming. Check last price price User Reviews on Amazon10) High Performance Java Persistence 1st Edition High-Performance Java Persistence 1st Edition written by Vlad Mihalce is a must-read book for those who want to excel their skill for
developing different types of Java application. It is an ideal reference book for any Java developer who needs to interact with a relational database. There are many Java books on the market that cover the basic topics. However, this book offers a lot of things about database systems in general, like JDBC and Hibernate
Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon11) Java: A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginner Java: A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners book written by Daniell Bell introduce you to some basic concepts of Java. It also teaches Java languages, features of Java, and how you can install Java on your system. This book
helps all beginners develop to learn Java concepts quickly and easily. The book offers a complete concept and provides in-depth knowledge of the object-oriented philosophy behind Java. This is certainly an ideal book for beginners who want to learn java and become champions in a short period. Check latest price and
user reviews on Amazon12) Beginning Programming with Java For Dummies 5th Edition Beginning Programming with Java For Dummies written by Dr. Barry Burd is easy to understand programming book. While you are being taught by reading the book, you can write a program by reading examples step by step. In this
560 pages book, you will also learn how to install Eclipse IDE step-by-step, and with it, you can practice coding. This book covers many questions and exercises to reinforce your understanding of Java. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon13) Introduction to Programming in Java: An Interdisciplinary
Strategy 2nd Edition It offers basic elements of programming such as variables, data types, mission statements conditions, loops, matrices, and I/O. It also includes detailed information about graphics and sounds, features, modules, libraries etc. The book also covers a plethora of practice problems. In addition, a
summary is given after each chapter and many complementary exercisers and solutions that are also provided in this book. Check latest price and user reviews on Amazon14) Learn Java: A crash course guide to learning Java in 1 week A crash course guide to learning Java is a book written by Timothy C. Needham.
This java book makes it easy to learn the basics. There are many other Java books that cover topics without much explanation and proper examples. This book will guide you to write a program step by step. This book is ideal for learning the basics of Java language. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon15)
Java in 24 Hours, Sam's Teach Yourself (Covers Java 9) This book easily teaches you Java programming on 24 lessons in one hour. The book uses a simple, step-by-step approach. It helps you increase your your skills require creating desktop and web applications, web services, an Android app in Java.This book also
contains many Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter. It helps you test your skills. It contains notes, tips, offers related information, advice, and warnings. Check Latest Price and User Reviews on Amazon16) Java Concurrency in Practice 1st Edition Java Concurrency in practice is a reference book written by
Brain Goetz. The book offers an inventory of concurrency APIs and mechanisms. It also includes design rules, patterns, and mental models that make it easier to build concurrent applications. This Java book covers basic concepts of concurrency and thread security, techniques for building and composing thread-safe
classes, and testing concurrent applications. This book also covers advanced topics such as atomic variables, nonblocking algorithms, and the Java Memory Model. Check latest price and user reviews on AmazonPage 2 Details Last updated: 11 November 2020 $ 20.20 $ 9.99 for today 265 + pages eBook Intended for
beginners Beautifully commented screenshots You will get lifetime download access to this java PDF book Java is the most popular programming language &amp; is the language of choice for Android programming. Inside this java tutorial PDFSection 1- First steps in Java Basics PDF Introduction to Java Platform (First
Chapter FREE) Introduction to Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Guide to Download &amp; Install Java First Java Applications Section 2- Basics Concepts object-oriented programming (OOPs) Evolution of programming languages What is Data Abstraction in OOPS? What is Encapsulation? Section 3- Java Basics Language
Constructs Variables &amp; Primitive Data Types How to Design a Class? Arrays How to create array of objects in Java How to use ArrayList in Java Section 4- Learn Java String Tutorial Java String Manipulation String Length() Method String indexOf() Method String charAt() Method String compareTo() Method in Java
String contains() Method String endsWith() Method Java replace String to Integer? ? Working with HashMaps in Java Command Line Arguments this keyword Garbage Collection Static Variable Stack &amp; Heap Section 5- Abstract Class &amp; Interfaces in Java OOPs with Example Polymorphism in Java OOPs with
examples Abstract Class Method Constructors Package Try Catch in Java: Exception Handling User-defined Exceptions Propagation Error Section 6- Conditional Loops in Java Interesting trick with Foreach loop in Java Switch How Maths Become Easy with How Java Generate Random Numbers in Java How to Use
Dates in Java Multithreading in Java Create Graphical User Interface How to Share a String in Java How uses buffered reader in Java Learn Java Reflection Reflection Reflection FAQ❓ Do you give Hardcopy of the book? No. Books are provided digitally in PDF format  Do you accept Cash Payment? No. But there are
plenty of payment options.⚡ I can not pay through the specified payment optionsFor any alternative payment option, please contact us hereTag: Java PDF, Java programming language PDF PDF
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